
SPORTMINICYCLES

KTM quality components and innovation are present from the very first roll
of the wheels for the youngster and keenest of riders. The Sportminicycle
section of the KTM SX assortment is arguably one of the most important,
and KTM has crafted resilient, exciting and READY TO RACE motorcycles
for children as young as four and up through the age groups. By treating 
the KTM 85 SX, KTM 65 SX and KTM 50 SX with the same development 
impetus and priority as the larger machines the Sportminicycles have 
retained their position as class leaders.

KTM 50 SX MINI
 
The KTM 50 SX, and the KTM 50 SX MINI, are the two ‘babies’ of the family for riders
between the ages of four to 10 and with a lower seat height, automatic clutch engine 
with smooth power delivery. Despite its diminutive size, the KTM 50 SX has been 
created from the ground-up specifically for youngsters and the presence of premium 
components belies its ‘first step’ status. An example is the WP XACT suspension which 
has a reworked rear shock setting for 2021. The front forks benefit from a 240g 
weight-saving thanks to the thinner outer tubes (the same measure applies to the 
KTM 65 SX for a 260 gr cut) and therefore both bikes take profit of a brand new triple 
clamp as well as new handlebar pads. KTM has focused on control for the latest 
incarnation of the KTM 50 SX and KTM 50 SX MINI so a newly tapered handlebar 
permits thinner grips to suit the tiniest of hands. In fact, the standard grip (ODI lock-on, 
as with the larger, adult motorcycles) on the 2021 KTM 50 SX
is 5 mm smaller.



TECHNICAL DATA

SPORTMINICYCLES
KTM 50 SX MINI 

HIGHLIGHTS

KTM.COM

//  EASY TO CONTROL POWER

//  OUTSTANDING CHASSIS PERFORMANCE

//  HIGH-END COMPONETS

เคร�่องยนต ( ENGINE TYPE ) ระยะโชคหนา / หลัง ( SUSPENSION TRAVEL / REAR )

ความสูงเบาะ ( SEAT HEIGHT )

ขนาดถังน้ำมัน ( TANK CAPACITY )

น้ำหนักรถ ( DAY WEIGHT )

ความสูงจากพื้น ( GROUND CLEARANCE )

ราคา (Price)

AVAILABLE
BIKE COLOR

ความจ�กระบอกสูบ ( DISPLACEMENT )

ระบบสตารท ( STARTER )

ระบบเกียร ( TRANSMISSION )

ขนาดยาง หนา / หลัง ( TIRES FRONT / REAR ) 

1-cylinder, 4-stroke 100 / 147 mm

558 mm

2.1 l

40 kg

NA

NA

49 cc

Kickstarter

Single gear automatic

2.50 R 10 , 2.75 R 10

SCAN ME


